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Abstract 

The amygdala is central to emotional processing of sensory stimuli, including pain. Because 

recent findings suggest that individual differences in emotional processes play a part in the 

development of chronic pain, a better understanding of the individual patterns of functional 

connectivity that make individuals susceptible to emotionally modulated facilitation of pain 

is needed. We therefore investigated the neural correlates of individual differences in 

emotional pain facilitation using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-

fMRI) with amygdala seed. 

Thirty-seven participants took part in 3 separate sessions, during which pain sensitivity was 

tested (session 1), participants underwent rs-fMRI (session 2), and emotional pain 

modulation was assessed (session 3). Amygdala served as seed for the rs-fMRI analysis and 

whole-brain voxelwise connectivity was tested. Pain modulatory scores were entered as 

regressor for the group analysis. 

Stronger connectivity of the amygdala to S1/M1, S2/operculum, and posterior parietal 

cortex at rest characterized individuals who showed greater pain facilitation by negative 

emotions. When comparing the amygdala networks associated with pain unpleasantness 

and with pain intensity modulation, most of the identified areas were equally related to 

either pain rating type; only amygdala connectivity to S1/M1 was found to predict pain 

intensity modulation specifically. 

We demonstrate that trait-like patterns of functional connectivity between amygdala and 

cortical regions involved in sensory and motor responses are associated with the individual 

amplitude of pain facilitation by negative emotional states. Our results are an early step 

towards improved understanding of the mechanisms that give rise to individual differences 

in emotional pain modulation. 
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Introduction 

Pain is a complex experience that is perceived differently across people and varies even 

within the individual depending on context [9]. Emotional states, for instance, modulate 

pain experiences, with positive mood attenuating [31; 46; 62; 79; 80; 83], and aversive 

events facilitating it [6; 34; 57]. The close relationship between emotions and pain is 

reflected in the high rate of comorbidity between pain syndromes and affective disorders [4; 

44]. Depressed individuals are twice as likely to develop chronic pain compared to non-

depressed people [11; 51]. Conversely, chronic pain is frequently accompanied by 

anhedonia-like symptoms, including fatigue and reduced involvement in formerly 

pleasurable activities [66].     

From previous findings we know that the amygdala plays a key role in the emotional 

evaluation of sensory stimuli [16; 18; 50], including pain [20; 48], and even seems to tag the 

incoming nociceptive signal as aversive before it is being further processed by cortical brain 

areas [14]. Moreover, activation of the amygdala has been shown to be correlated with the 

modulation of pain perception [58] and behavioural responses to pain [64] following the 

presentation of positively and negatively valenced stimuli. Notably, amygdala activity during 

regulation of aversive but non-painful affective states predicts individual differences in the 

ability to regulate pain [38]; therefore, the amygdala seems a critical link between pain and 

emotion regulation. Moreover, brain structures implicated in emotion-regulation, including 

amygdala, have recently been associated with the chronification of pain [25]. Hashmi and 

colleagues showed that, compared to people with ‘subacute’ pain (i.e. pain experienced for 

less than three months), chronic pain patients (with persistent pain for six or more months) 

had more pain-related activation in the amygdala and medial prefrontal cortex. Additionally, 
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the authors documented a longitudinal shift in pain-related activation from nociceptive 

circuitries to emotion-related circuitries – including amygdala – as subacute pain evolved 

into chronic pain [25]. Because these studies suggest that individual differences in 

emotional processes may play a part in the development of chronic pain, a better 

understanding of trait-like patterns of neural connectivity that make some individuals 

susceptible to emotionally modulated facilitation of pain is needed. In the current study we 

therefore investigated the neural correlates of individual differences in emotional 

facilitation of pain using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging (rs-fMRI) with 

a bilateral amygdala seed. We hypothesised greater modulation of pain by negative 

emotion would be associated with greater connectivity of the amygdala to a network 

comprised of cortical regions that are functionally connected to the amygdala [61] and that 

are typically involved in processing the salience of sensory input, specifically the ACC/aMCC, 

operculum/insula, and parietal cortex [9; 15; 30; 54].  
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Methods 

Participants 

Of 40 initially included participants, three were excluded from the final analysis due to 

incomplete questionnaire data (n=1), and excessive head movement during the scanning 

procedure (more than 2.5mm, n=2). Consequently, our final study sample consisted of 37 

young healthy participants (15 women; 23±5 years in age). All participants had no history or 

presence of any chronic pain disorder, substance abuse, major medical or psychiatric 

disorder; none of them met any of the MRI exclusion criteria and all had normal or corrected-

to-normal vision. The study was approved by the local Ethics Committee at the University of 

Reading (UREC) and written consent was obtained from all participants according to the 

revised Declaration of Helsinki (2013).  

 

Experimental Procedures 

The data presented in the current manuscript was collected as part of a larger study, which 

included four experimental sessions.  

Prior to the first session, participants completed three questionnaires, including the Pain 

Catastrophizing Scale (PCS)[72], Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI-II) [5], and the state anxiety 

scale of the State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI) [69], on a secure 3rd-party website 

(https://www.surveymonkey.com). In the first experimental session we performed 

quantitative sensory testing in all participants (not reported in the current manuscript) and 

assessed their thermal pain threshold. The second session took place within seven days of the 

first session, and participants underwent brain imaging, including the rs-fMRI scan, as well as 

https://www.surveymonkey.com/
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an anatomical scan (for the purposes of registration) and an event-related EPI scan, which 

was completed after the rs-fMRI scan. Finally, during session three and four we examined 

participants’ pain modulation using emotional and cognitive pain-modulatory tasks. Sessions 

3 and 4 were completed within a maximum of 2 weeks from the initial assessment – the entire 

study (sessions 1-4) were all completed within a maximum of 3 weeks. For the current analysis 

we will report the emotional pain-modulatory task (see below) exclusively.  Our group has 

previously published a paper on neural correlates of trait mindfulness from this same data set 

[23]. 

 

Estimation of pain thresholds (session 1) 

Using a MEDOC Pathway system with a 30x30mm Peltier thermode (Medoc Medical Systems, 

Ramat Yishai, Israel), we applied thermal stimuli to the participant’s right leg; the stimulated 

leg was placed comfortably in an in-house designed leg rest. Individual pain thresholds were 

assessed using two approaches, i.e. method of limits and method of levels. For the method 

of limits the temperature increased from a baseline temperature of 32°C at a rate of 0.5°C per 

second, until the participant indicated that the stimulus had just become painful. Each 

participant performed 4 repetitions in total, with 15 s in between each stimulus. The method 

of limits threshold was defined by the average temperature indicated over the final 3 trials. 

Similarly, for the method of levels the baseline temperature was set at 32°C. It was then 

increased by 8°C (at a rate of 2°C/s), before the temperature returned back to baseline (at a 

rate of -2°C/s). After the application of the stimulus, participants indicated whether they had 

perceived it as painful. If they indicated no pain, the following stimulus was increased in 

temperature by an additional 2°C. Conversely, if they did indicate pain, the temperature of 
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the following stimulus was decreased at half the interval size; this procedure was applied until 

four reversals in direction had been reached. The method of levels threshold was defined by 

the average temperature across the last two trials. Finally, we determined the participant’s 

mean pain threshold by averaging the temperatures of the limits and levels threshold. 

To obtain the temperature to be applied within the emotional pain-modulatory task, 

participants were exposed to a series of thermal stimuli of eight different intensities around 

their individual pain threshold (PT), three below PT, PT, and four above PT – specifically, PT 

minus 2.25°C; PT minus 1.50°C; PT minus 0.75°C; PT; PT plus 0.75°C; PT plus 1.50°C; PT plus 

2.25°C; PT plus 3.00°C. Each temperature was repeated three times (with a stimulus 

duration of 8 s, and an inter-stimulus interval of 30 s) and applied in pseudo-random order 

to the middle of the lower calf of the right leg – the identical stimulation site was used again 

in session 3 during the emotional pain modulation task (see below). Although applied 

temperatures naturally differed across participants (dependent on their PT), the order of 

the eight different stimulus intensities remained constant across participants. Temperatures 

for the mid-point of the series (i.e. the temperature corresponding to PT) were rounded up 

or down to the next half number, e.g. if the pain threshold was estimated to be at 43.3°C 

the corresponding mid-point would have been 43.5°C; accordingly, for a pain threshold of 

43.2°C the corresponding mid-point would have been 43.0°C. Across participants, we used 8 

different mid-points, with 42°C  being the lowest, and 45.5°C the highest. After each 

stimulus, participants rated the pain intensity they had perceived on a numerical rating scale 

with 0 indicating “no pain” and 10 representing “most intense pain imaginable” [23; 86]. 

Although participants were asked for verbal ratings, there were physical versions of the 

numerical rating scale on the wall they faced – this scale was identical to the one they would 

be presented with on computer screen in session 3 (see below). Based on these ratings, we 
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estimated an individual stimulus response curve using an online regression calculator 

(http://www.alcula.com/calculators/ statistics/linear-regression/) that interpolated the 

temperature corresponding to a pain intensity rating of 6 out of 10. This individually 

adjusted temperature was then used for the pain stimulation within the emotional pain-

modulation task. Before commencing the emotional pain modulation task (session 3, see 

below), we applied a test stimulus to the participants’ right leg, using the temperature 

identified in session 1. If participants rated this test stimulus between 5 and 7 out of 10, we 

continued with the emotional pain-modulation task. However, if participants rated the 

stimulus below or above this range, we adjusted the temperature accordingly in steps of 

±0.5ºC and repeated the test stimulus until a moderate pain rating was reached (i.e. 5-

7/10). 

 

MRI data acquisition (session 2) 

Within the scanning session, we completed a rs-fMRI scan, a structural scan, and an event-

related fMRI scan, including noxious stimuli. The noxious stimuli were administered after the 

completion of the resting state, with the aim of collecting rs-fMRI data, without the potential 

influence of noxious stimuli impacting the participant. No emotional images were used during 

session 2. For the purpose of this study, we will hereafter focus on the rs-fMRI and the 

structural scan exclusively – one article on this data set has already been published [23] and 

the remaining data will be published elsewhere. 

Brain images were acquired using a 3 T Siemens Magnetom TRIO scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, 

Germany) with a standard 32-channel head coil.  
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Participants were asked to close their eyes and rest, while functional MRI data were acquired 

using a blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) protocol with a T2*-weighted gradient 

echo planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TE=28ms, TR=2000ms, flip angle=90°, 1mm interslice 

gap; 128x128 matrix, field-of-view=240mm). Per volume, thirty interleaved sagittal slices 

(3.5mm each) were acquired, covering the entire brain. To allow for steady-state 

magnetization the first three volumes were discarded. Subsequently, 300 volumes were 

acquired, equalling a scan time of 10 minutes in total. Anatomical images were acquired using 

a 6-minute T1-weighted inversion recovery fast gradient echo-high resolution structural scan 

(176 volumes, TE=2.9ms, TR=2000ms, FA= 90°, voxel size= 1x1x1; 256x256 matrix, 

FOV=250mm).  

 

Assessment of emotional pain-modulation (session 3) 

Participants sat in a chair resting their right leg in a leg-rest with the thermode touching their 

mid-calf.  

To assess emotional pain modulation, we used a behavioural paradigm similar to previously 

published ones [3; 31; 33]. Specifically, in each trial of the emotional pain-modulation task 

(fig. 1), participants were presented with five images drawn from the International Affective 

Picture System (IAPS) database [35]. On each trial, the five images were either of negative 

valence (in 18 trials) or of neutral content (also in 18 trials), alternating across trials. These 

images were drawn from a pool of 45 negative images and 45 neutral images; thus, each 

image was presented twice across the experiment. After 18 trials, participants had a short 

break, before commencing the second block of the remaining 18 trials. Within each trial, 

each of the five images was presented for 6 s, with no delay in between the different 
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images. With the presentation of the fourth and fifth image, the pain stimulus was 

simultaneously applied for the duration of 12s. At the end of each trial, participants were 

asked to rate pain intensity and unpleasantness on numeric rating scales ranging from 0 to 

10, with 0 indicated “no pain”/”not at all unpleasant” and 10 “most intense pain 

imaginable”/”extremely unpleasant”. The scales were presented subsequently on the 

computer screen within the E-Prime program and participants used the arrow keys to move 

an indicator on the screen in 0.5 steps to the respective numbers (0 through 10). The 

completion of the task took approximately 30 minutes.  

The IAPS images for each condition of the pain modulation task were chosen based on 

valence and arousal ratings of a norm population [37], using the Self-Assessment Manakin 

(SAM) tool by Lang (1980) [36] – a manakin tool, that was encoded into a 9-point scale with 

1 being very negative in valence, 5 neutral, and 9 very positive. For the arousal scale, higher 

arousal was encoded as higher numbers (i.e. 1 represents no arousal and 9 high arousal). 

Based on the norm population, the mean valence rating for the neutral condition in our task 

was 4.85 (SD=1.11), and mean arousal 2.61 (SD=1.86), while the mean valence for the 

negative condition was 2.14 (SD=1.43), and mean arousal 6.38 (SD=2.19). 

To assess rating behaviour in our sample, we asked participants to rate valence and arousal 

in response to all negative images we used. This was done separately to the actual task (i.e. 

without simultaneous pain presentation), in three blocks – once before commencing the 

emotional pain modulation task, once during the break and once the task was finished. Each 

time, participants were presented with ten of the thirty negative images that were used in 

the task and rated each of them on the SAM tool. To assess that our participants showed 

expected rating behaviour, we compared their ratings to the ratings of the IPAS norm data 
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set (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 2005) for the respective images. To confirm that our sample 

and the norm population were indeed not statistically different, we z-transformed the raw 

values of the mean ratings across all 30 negative images for each participant –  

z=(meani - meannorm population)/SDnorm population – using the corresponding norm population’s 

mean and standard deviation from the IAPS norm data set (Lang, Bradley, & Cuthbert, 

2005).  

 

Data Analysis 

Behavioural Data Analysis 

To test the influence of valence condition of the visual stimuli on pain ratings we performed 

a 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA with valence condition (2 levels: neutral and negative) and 

pain rating type (2 levels: pain unpleasantness and intensity) as the two within-subject 

factors, and pain rating as the dependent variable. Significant interaction effects were 

followed by separate paired Student’s t-tests between the valence conditions of the visual 

stimulus (neutral and negative) for each of the two rating types (pain unpleasantness and 

pain intensity).  

The significance level was set to p<0.05 for all analyses. Across all analyses, outliers were 

defined as exceeding the group mean value by more than 2 standard deviations and were 

excluded from the analyses. This only occurred once. Before averaging the pain intensity 

ratings across negative trials, we identified the average across the sample for the first trial 

to be more than 2 SD lower than the remaining trials. Thus, trial 1 was excluded from the 
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average of pain intensity ratings in both valence conditions. All statistical analyses were 

performed using IBM SPSS Statistics 24 (SPSS Inc. Chicago, USA). 

 

Resting state-fMRI data analysis  

Seed Selection 

Bilateral amygdala was selected as the seed for our seed-based whole brain connectivity 

analysis (fig. 2) due to its prominent role in the modulation of pain by emotion [58; 64]. Both 

amygdalae were anatomically defined based on the Harvard-Oxford Subcortical Structure 

Atlas implemented in FSL (using a probabilistic threshold of 25%) and combined to one 

single mask of bilateral amygdala using the FSL tool ‘Fslmaths’(www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl, 

[28]). Because laterality effects for amygdala function have been previously shown for pain 

processing in rodents [65] and humans [71] we first tested whether the left and right 

amygdalae were associated with different patterns of emotional pain modulation. However, 

upon visual inspection of our results, there were no differences in functional connectivity 

between left and right amygdala seeds for either type of emotional modulation of pain 

(intensity or unpleasantness). Therefore, only the significant activation clusters for the 

bilateral seed are reported in the results section of our article. 

 

Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing was performed using FSL 6.00 (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl, [28]). For skull 

stripping we used the Brain Extraction Tool (BET) [68]. To allow for signal equilibration we 

discarded the first five volumes. For the remaining data, an interleaved slice-timing correction 
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was applied, and data were spatially smoothed with a 5mm full-width half-maximum (FWHM) 

Gaussian kernel. Data were motion corrected using MCFLIRT [27] and visually examined for 

further motion artifacts, problems with the registration or poor skull stripping.  

Grey matter was segmented from white matter (WM) and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) using FAST 

[88]. Thresholds of 0.99 were applied for WM and CSF maps. Time series were extracted for 

WM and CSF and entered into a general linear model in addition to motion parameters. 

Residuals from this nuisance analysis were normalised and bandpass filtered at 0.1/0.01 Hz 

to diminish the influence of low frequency drifts (including scanner drift), as well as high 

frequency artifacts such as cardiac or respiratory interferences.  

 

Resting State fMRI Analysis 

The mean time series of all voxels within our amygdala seed region were extracted and 

included as a regressor in a whole-brain functional connectivity analysis. Contrast images 

were then entered to higher level analyses in which participants’ demeaned pain 

modulatory scores were added as a regressor. Because we were interested in the individual 

variance in pain unpleasantness and intensity modulation across the group (fig. S1) and its 

association to amygdala connectivity at rest, pain modulation scores were calculated 

separately for pain intensity and unpleasantness, where each was the difference between 

mean ratings in the negative and neutral valence conditions. The aim of this analysis was to 

identify regions where connectivity with bilateral amygdala was significantly associated with 

pain modulation by negatively-valenced stimuli.  
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Analyses were corrected for multiple comparisons using Gaussian random field theory 

(Z<2.3; p<0.05). Parameter estimates were extracted from regions where functional 

connectivity with the amygdala was significantly correlated to pain modulation using 

FEATquery as implemented in FSL. Parameter estimates were extracted for the significant 

clusters as identified by the statistical parametric maps of our GLM analysis. To restrict the 

identified clusters to grey matter of the respective brain regions that were associated with 

emotional pain modulation, we multiplied them with anatomical masks of the grey matter 

of those regions as defined by the ‘Harvard-Oxford Cortical Structure Atlas’ implemented in 

FSL (using a probabilistic threshold of 25% for each anatomical mask). Extracted parameter 

estimates for each of these regions were used to depict the correlation between them and 

our behavioural measures of pain modulation (pain intensity and unpleasantness) by 

emotion. Similar to the behavioural data, parameter estimates were also correlated to the 

questionnaire data using Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficients. 

Finally, to test the equality of these correlations between the two types of pain ratings (i.e. 

modulation of pain unpleasantness versus intensity) under consideration of the correlation 

between pain unpleasantness and pain intensity ratings, we used a modification of 

Hotteling’s T1 [85] that has previously been recommended for the comparison of two 

correlations for sample sizes comparable to ours [70]. The applied formula was  

T2=(rxz-ryz)√(((N-1)(N+rxy))/(2((N-1)/(N-3))|R|+ř2(1-rxy)3)) 

where ř=1/2(rxz+ryz), and  

|R|=(1-rxz2-ryz2-rxy2)+(2rxzryzrxy);  

rxy representing the correlation coefficient between the two pain rating types (pain 

unpleasantness and pain intensity),  
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rxz, ryz, the correlation coefficient between the connectivity findings and each of the 

pain rating types, and N being the number of participants.  

T2 has a t-distribution with N-3 degrees of freedom [70]. 
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Results 

Quality control: participants showed expected rating behaviour for negative IAPS pictures. 

Participants in our study rated the valence of the negative IAPS pictures on average as 2.81 

(SD=0.96), which was comparable to the norm population’s rating (mean=2.14, SD=1.43, 

z=0.47, p=0.64). They further rated arousal on average as 6.22 (SD=1.35), which was also 

comparable to the norm population’s rating (mean=6.38, SD=2.19, z=-0.07, p=0.94). The 

analysis thus confirmed that participants in this study rated the IAPS pictures as expected, 

with no difference to the norm population. 

 

Visual stimuli of negative valence modulate pain perception. 

Pain intensity and pain unpleasantness ratings were positively correlated in both conditions, 

with r=0.89 (p<0.001) in the neutral condition, and r=0.88 (p>0.001) in the negative 

condition. 

Pain ratings were significantly influenced by the valence of the simultaneously presented 

images and pain rating type in an interacting fashion (interaction effect of ‘valence by rating 

type’ F1,36=8.30, p<0.01). The post-hoc paired t-tests further revealed that pain 

unpleasantness ratings were significantly higher in the negative valence condition than in 

the neutral one – Mneutral=5.08 (SD=1.96), Mnegative=5.70 (SD=1.81), t36=2.82, p<0.01. In 

contrast, pain intensity ratings were not significantly different between the valence 

conditions – Mneutral=5.53 (SD=1.81), Mnegative=5.63 (SD=1.70), t36=1.02, p=0.32.  
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Functional connectivity of the amygdala underlying the magnitude to which individuals 

modulate pain by emotion 

The rs-fMRI analysis showed that individuals with a greater increase in pain unpleasantness 

ratings when viewing negatively valenced images had stronger functional connectivity of the 

amygdala to a network encompassing bilateral posterior operculum/S2 and central 

operculum (extending to anterior insula in the right hemisphere), and the right inferior 

parietal cortex (fig. 2; table 1 – for detailed statistical maps of amygdalar connectivity 

correlated with emotional pain modulation see fig. S2). Repeating the analysis for functional 

connectivity of the amygdala underlying the individual magnitude to modulate pain 

intensity by valence revealed a network of brain areas including bilateral S1/M1, and 

bilateral posterior and central operculum/S2 (fig. 2; table 1). No correlations were found 

between the scores of the included questionnaires (PCS, BDI-II, and STAI) and our 

connectivity data (all |r|<0.27, all p>0.06; see table S1 for more detail). 

 

Equality of the amygdala network for the modulation of pain unpleasantness vs intensity 

To test whether these associations were specific to the sensory or emotional component of 

pain modulation, we compared the correlations between amygdala connectivity and 

emotional pain modulation for the different pain rating types (unpleasantness versus 

intensity); this analysis revealed a significantly greater correlation for amygdala-S1/M1 

connectivity with the emotional modulation of pain intensity ratings than with emotional 

modulation of pain unpleasantness (rxz=0.711, ryz=0.504, respectively; T2(32)=-2.97, p<0.01). 

Amygdala connectivity to all other identified regions – i.e. right inferior parietal cortex 

(hereafter referred to as ‘parietal cortex’ for simplicity), bilateral operculum/S2 (hereafter 

referred to as ‘S2’ for simplicity), and right central operculum – showed comparable 
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correlations for both pain rating types. The results suggest that amygdala-S1 connectivity is 

a specific marker for modulation of sensory aspects of pain, while all other associations are 

non-specific.    

 

Table 1 Brain regions associated with emotional modulation of pain intensity or pain 
unpleasantness 

Seed Behaviour
al 

Measure 

Brain region MNI coordinates Peak 
z-

score 

 X Y Z  

  Positive correlation     
Bil. 

Amygdala 

Pain UP Parietal/central operculum 

(R) 

36 -4 18 4.00 

  Parietal operculum (L) -32 -40 24 3.74 

  Inferior parietal cortex (R) 64 -34 18 3.25 
Bil. 
Amygdala  

Pain 
Intensity 

Parietal operculum (R) 54 -28 28 4.09 

  Parietal operculum (L) -56 -32 20 3.81 
  M1/S1 (R) 48 -8 44 4.08 
  M1/S1 (L) -54 -8 42 3.80 
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Discussion 

This study examined whether resting state functional connectivity of the amygdala can 

predict the level to which an individual is prone to emotional facilitation of pain. We 

observed that a stronger connectivity of the amygdala to S1/M1, S2, central operculum, and 

posterior parietal cortex characterized individuals who showed greater facilitation of pain by 

negative emotions. Connectivity of most of the identified areas was equally related to pain 

unpleasantness and pain intensity; only amygdala connectivity to S1/M1 was found to 

predict pain intensity modulation to a significantly greater degree than pain unpleasantness 

modulation and, as such, might selectively code an individual’s propensity for emotional 

modulation of the sensory dimension of pain. 

Mood and emotions influence the pain experience, with negatively valenced framings 

leading to an exacerbation of pain [78; 79; 84]. Interestingly, a negative emotional state 

predominantly increases the perceived unpleasantness of a simultaneously applied painful 

stimulus without necessarily altering its intensity (for review [9]). In our study, we replicated 

the effect of pain unpleasantness exacerbation by elicited negative emotions. 

Demonstration of a significant facilitation of pain unpleasantness by negative emotion could 

lead to the interpretation that this effect is observed uniformly across individuals. It should 

therefore be noted that we observed considerable variation in the degree of pain 

modulation by negatively valenced images, with some experiencing no modulation, or even 

reduction of pain. This spread indicates that there are substantial individual differences in 

vulnerability to emotional facilitation of pain.  

 In this study, we focussed specifically on the neural mechanisms that characterize 

individuals who are prone to emotional facilitation of pain. More specifically, we 

investigated individual differences in the connectivity of the amygdala, because of its role in 
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the emotional evaluation of pain [14; 20; 48], and pain chronification [14; 25]. Historically, it 

has been suggested that the intensity and location of nociceptive input is encoded in brain 

areas including S1, S2/operculum, and posterior insular cortex ([12; 13; 22; 52; 53; 76]. In 

contrast, the emotional aspect of pain has been associated with brain areas such as the 

anterior cingulate cortex, posterior parietal cortex and anterior insula (e.g. [53; 55; 75; 89], 

integrating neural input from sensory brain areas and limbic structures, including the 

amygdala [53; 76]. More recent studies show, however, that this strict distinction between 

the two divisions of sensory-discriminative and emotional pain processing is an 

oversimplification, with many of these brain regions being in fact sensitive to both aspects 

[82]. This study demonstrates how the interplay of these two sets of regions might 

determine how sensory and emotional information interact in an individual’s experience of 

pain. Importantly, in this respect, most of the structures within the identified network were 

not uniquely linked to the emotional modulation of pain intensity or unpleasantness but 

showed comparable correlations to both pain rating types.  

While resting state functional fMRI is useful for detecting trait-like patterns of connectivity 

associated with psychological phenomena [47; 52; 75], it gives limited information about 

how these patterns of connectivity are involved in those phenomena. Nevertheless, 

previous work can help us form preliminary hypotheses about the processes the connected 

regions are engaged in, and how these processes might influence behavioural and 

emotional responses. The amygdala’s role in emotional priming for fear- and anxiety-

triggering stimuli is well known [17; 40; 42; 43; 50]. Given that the amygdala receives 

nociceptive input through the spino-parabrachio-amygdaloid pathway [74], it is likely that 

the amygdala plays a similar role in emotional priming for nociceptive input, to allow for a 

nocifensive reaction before the stimulus has even reached consciousness. In fact, a recent 
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study in rodents provides evidence that activation of a neural ensemble specific to 

nociceptive processing within the basolateral nucleus of the amygdala predicts the 

magnitude of subsequent nocifensive behaviour [14]. The amygdala’s role in nocifensive 

behaviour is further supported by a study in humans by Roy and colleagues [63]. The 

authors found that simultaneous presentation of pictures of negative versus neutral content 

not only increased pain ratings (modulation of pain unpleasantness by emotion was not 

assessed in this study), but also the amplitude of the nociceptive flexion reflex – a 

withdrawal reflex of the potentially endangered extremity. In contrast to their study, we did 

not find a significant effect of emotional stimulation on pain intensity ratings, but on pain 

unpleasantness. Given that the two rating types are highly correlated though, it can be 

assumed that the results in the referenced study are still of relevance to our results. 

Specifically, the findings by Roy and colleagues [63] imply an increased vigilance of the body 

towards painful stimuli when the organism is in a negative emotional state, resulting in a 

facilitation of preconscious pain actions. Importantly, the emotional modulation of the 

nociceptive flexion reflex covaried with  bilateral amygdala activation [64], demonstrating 

the amygdala’s role in preparing the individual for nocifensive responses on the basis of 

emotional state.  

While this initial spinal reflex provides a rapid action to prevent harm, the amygdala’s 

afferent input from cortical sources and efferent connectivity to descending modulatory 

regions like the PAG [41; 49; 74] would also facilitate more complex, cortex-regulated 

behaviours involved in controlled and voluntary defence responses, such as approaching 

and tackling the source of pain or moving away from the harmful environment [47]. The 

posterior parietal cortex plays an important role in sensorimotor transformation of threat-

relevant visual stimuli [8; 19; 60] while primary sensory and motor cortex carry out the 
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appropriate final motor action [29; 56; 67]. As such, in our study, connectivity of the 

amygdala with these regions may represent a preparedness for emotionally facilitated 

responses to nociceptive input, both conscious and pre-conscious.  

The relationship between the connectivity within this affective-sensorimotor network and 

the described regulatory defence mechanisms might follow a Yerkes-Dodson curve, 

portraying an inverse U-shaped relation between arousal and adaptive response [87] – a 

relationship that relies on intact amygdala functioning as shown by rodent studies (reviewed 

in [1]).  People with a generally increased connectivity within this affective-sensorimotor 

network might activate the described regulatory defence mechanisms faster when 

perceiving pain in an emotionally laden environment, resulting in efficient and adaptive 

pain-defence behaviours in individuals with moderately increased connectivity. However, 

individuals with hyper-connectivity within the described affective-sensorimotor network 

could well be at risk for maladaptive nocifensive responses, which in turn, might sensitise 

the individual to further pain. An example where the relationship between emotional state 

and adaptive/maladaptive pain behaviours might be particularly relevant is the transition 

from acute to chronic pain in the wake of physical trauma, such as surgery. In fact, 

depressed individuals – who are naturally shifted towards higher aversive emotional levels – 

are twice as likely to develop chronic pain compared to non-depressed people [11; 51]; they 

have poorer outcomes in  response to pain treatments, describe diminished life-quality, and 

require higher treatment costs [10; 32]. Furthermore, affective/emotional distress – 

including depression [7; 24; 26; 77; 81]  and anxiety [21; 26; 45; 73; 77; 81] – as well as 

maladaptive pain-related cognitions - such as pain catastrophizing [26; 73; 81]- have been 

repeatedly shown to be predictors for the chronification of pain following surgery [2; 39; 

59]. These results suggest an interacting effect of psychological factors and physical trauma 
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(e.g. surgery) on the chronification of pain, with psychological/emotional states shaping the 

response to post-operative pain. An intriguing question that arises is whether neural 

correlates of maladaptive pain facilitation - such as the cortico-amygdalar connectivity 

observed in this study - could be assessed prior to surgery and identify individuals at risk of 

developing chronic post-operative pain. 

Emotional modulation of pain allows the organism to adjust behaviour in a context-

appropriate manner and maximizes adaptive learning processes. However, individuals differ 

widely in the degree to which this modulation occurs. As with other adaptive affective 

responses like fear and anxiety, some individuals’ level of emotional facilitation of pain can 

be maladaptive, leading to long term suffering. As such, it is critical to understand the 

biological mechanisms that give rise to these responses so that we can understand the 

processes that confer risk or resilience for more intrusive and long-lasting pain states. Here 

we demonstrate that functional connectivity of the amygdala with cortical regions involved 

in sensory and motor responses is associated with pain facilitation by negative emotional 

states. Future work is needed to determine the degree to which these patterns of functional 

connectivity represent biological markers for longer term patterns of maladaptive pain 

coping, including the development of chronic pain in the wake of physical trauma.     
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Figures and tables 

 

Figure 1. Example trial of the emotional pain-modulation task. In each trial five pictures of 
either negative or neutral valence were presented for 6 seconds each. Simultaneous to the 
presentation of the final two images, the participants received a 12 second thermal pain 
stimulus applied to their calf. Subsequently, participants were asked to rate the pain intensity 
they had felt during the thermal stimulation (within 7 seconds), and finally the pain 
unpleasantness they had perceived (within 7 seconds). Negative and neutral stimuli were 
presented in alternating fashion. 
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Figure 2. Connectivity of the amygdala to the inferior parietal cortex (IPC), S1/M1, and 
S2/operculum at rest is associated with the individual amplitude to modulate pain 
unpleasantness and intensity by emotion. 
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Figure S1. Statistical maps of amygdalar connectivity correlated with emotional pain 
modulation of pain unpleasantness (A) and pain intensity (B). Voxel-based threshold z>2.3, 
cluster corrected for spatial extent (p<0.05) across the whole brain. Images are displayed in 
radiological convention, i.e., right side of the brain is on the left. Z-Coordinates for all axial 
slides are given in MNI space. 

 

Figure S2. Histograms showing the range of individual magnitudes of emotional pain 
modulation for a) pain unpleasantness and b) pain intensity ratings by pictures of negative 
valence. The x-axis displays the difference in pain ratings for pictures of negative and neutral 
valence – positive values represent higher pain ratings in the negative versus the neutral 
condition; conversely, negative values represent lower pain ratings in the negative versus 
the neutral condition. The y-axis displays the number of participants showing the respective 
magnitude of emotional pain modulation. 

 

Table 1 Brain regions associated with emotional modulation of pain intensity or pain 
unpleasantness 

Seed Behavioural 

Measure 

Brain region MNI coordinates Peak 

z-score 

 X Y Z  

  Positive correlation     

Bil. Amygdala Pain UP Parietal/central operculum (R) 36 -4 18 4.00 

  Parietal operculum (L) -32 -40 24 3.74 

  Inferior parietal cortex (R) 64 -34 18 3.25 

Bil. Amygdala  Pain Intensity Parietal operculum (R) 54 -28 28 4.09 

  Parietal operculum (L) -56 -32 20 3.81 

  M1/S1 (R) 48 -8 44 4.08 

  M1/S1 (L) -54 -8 42 3.80 
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Table S1 Correlations between parameter estimates and psychological questionnaires. 

 PCS BDI-II STAI 
 r p r p r p 

Operculum (UP cluster) -0.15 0.39 -0.10 0.56 -0.13 0.47 
Operculum (INT cluster) -0.27 0.11 -0.20 0.24 -0.31 0.06 
Inferior parietal cortex  -0.13 0.46 -0.23 0.19 -0.10 0.56 
M1/S1 -0.27 0.11 -0.19 0.25 -0.18 0.30 

PCS Pain Catastrophizing Scale; BDI Beck’s Depression Inventory; STAI State-Trait Anxiety Inventory; 
UP cluster parameter estimates were used of the amygdala connectivity to the operculum cluster 
associated with pain unpleasantness modulation; INT cluster parameter estimates were used of the 
amygdala connectivity to the operculum cluster associated with pain intensity modulation; M1 
primary motor cortex; S1 primary somatosensory cortex; r Pearson’s correlation coefficient; p p-
value. 

 


